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MAGIC TIME is a thrilling fantasy-adventure series, derived from the 
acclaimed bestselling trilogy of novels from HarperCollins. 
 
In it, we follow a diverse group of characters spread across the nation 
in the days immediately before and incredible times following a world-
changing event in which all the machines in the world stop running and 
magic comes back. 
 
While most people remain ordinary humans (including our principal 
hero CAL GRIFFIN, a young Henry Fonda type), some gain magical 
powers and a few turn into creatures befitting their true natures, 
amazing beings dimly remembered in myths and religions down the 
ages and around the world:  the ethereal fairylike FLARES; brutish, 
goblin-style GRUNTERS that run in packs and hug the darkness; and, 
rarest of all, DRAGONS. 
 
Most of all, MAGIC TIME presents a brave new world of horrific 
dangers and shining hopes, in which the old order is swept away and 
the masks are off – with each person given a chance to become his or 
her true self… rising to what’s best in them or succumbing to the worst. 
 
On an odyssey that spans the nation, Cal and his surrogate family of 
outcasts draw together allies from every walk of life, every race and 
creed, to unlock the dread secret of what has happened to the world and 
see if they can turn it back to the way it was… or at least save the best 
of it from the ultimate evil which threatens to overwhelm it. 
 
And through all of it, Cal’s journey is especially personal, as he tries to 
find and save his beloved 12-year-old orphaned sister TINA, who has 
been spirited away by whatever has caused this Change in the world… 
and is being held deep within the Heart of Darkness. 



CHARACTER DESIGN 
 

Throughout the development of MAGIC TIME from TV project to 
bestselling trilogy of novels and back again, the design of the 
characters and creatures has been of major importance.   

One artist has been along for the entire ride. 

IAIN McCAIG is a legend among fans, known as George Lucas’ key 
character artist on the last three STAR WARS films and designer of 
Darth Maul and Queen Amidala.   

Before STAR WARS and ever since, Iain has been MAGIC TIME’s 
visual designer and cover artist. 

For the graphic novels, Iain will help to guide the look and 
consistency of this vision. 

What follows are Iain’s phenomenal illustrations of the key characters 
of MAGIC TIME… 
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COLLEEN BROOKS is the warrior, the mechanic, the one who knows her way 
around a bow and arrow.
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HERMAN “GOLDIE” GOLDMAN was a street character Cal befriended before 
the Change.  Now a rather hit-and-miss wizard, he accompanies Cal in search of 
salvation. 



ELY STERN used to be Cal’s boss, the lawyer from hell… but now he wears his 
true nature on the outside, a dragon who broods alone… 
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THE GRUNTERS used to be human.  Now they run in packs and hug the 
darkness. 
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ENID BLINDMAN the blues guitarist is a Pied Piper leading the Flares to 
Sanctuary.  Cal enlists his aid to help find Tina.
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HOWARD RUSSO used to be Enid’s agent before the Change… but things 
happen. 



PRAISE FOR THE MAGIC TIME TRILOGY 

"Marc Zicree is a superb writer." RAY BRADBURY 

"The best new dose of magic to hit the world of fantasy literature in a long time." ORSON 
SCOTT CARD 

"A great read! Even non-science fiction fans will find themselves caught up in this 
ambitious and exciting story.” LEONARD MALTIN 

"MAGIC TIME’s great strength is its characters -- a pleasing cast of heroes whose 
interdependence and camaraderie draw reader sympathy. As they respond to danger -- 
from ravenous dragons to violent hoarders -- their developing friendship gives the story a 
genuine warmth. Fans of alternate-family adventures will therefore enjoy this novel 
greatly." SCI-FI.COM 

"A terrific story featuring powerful, strong characters…a must for fans of post-apocalyptic 
fiction." BOOKLIST 

“A rare achievement." CINESCAPE 

“Rousing… As Cal and company attempt to destroy the evil that caused the Change, the 
authors effortlessly move the action from New York to Chicago and the old West, where 
buffalo still roam, a few guns still fire and simulacra of Indians and Calamity Janes lend a 
helping hand… Most will applaud the upbeat message about humanity's survival, if 
without cell phones or TV.”   PUBLISHERS WEEKLY 
  
”The conclusion of the trilogy is as spectacular as its predecessors…  captivating from 
page one on… A powerful, intelligent, deeply human, and many times abruptly laugh-
out-loud funny wrap-up volume.”  BOOKLIST 

"A towering achievement!  In its scope and humanity, Marc Scott Zicree’s MAGIC TIME 
saga proves itself the worthy successor to Tolkien, in a modern vein." ROCKNE S. 
O’BANNON, creator, FARSCAPE 

"MAGIC TIME -- GHOSTLANDS is not only a strong stand alone contender, it is also the 
best of all possible capstones for Zicree's MAGIC TIME Trilogy. Zicree's faithful 
adherence to real world geography and post technological era physics firmly grounds the 
reader in the fantastic reality of his MAGIC TIME world. The narrative is both imaginative 
and highly entertaining, and Zicree's insistence on the use of realistic, three dimensional 
characters only serves to add to the richness and depth of GHOSTLANDS, making this 
truly a book for readers of all ages." SCI-FI HORIZONS.COM 


